
MASTERCLASS UNEDITED TRANSCRIPT 
 
[00:00:05] Welcome everyone to a very special master class. This one is called How to create 
compelling free opt in offers and con tent upgrades to HEC is that Jeff while you're about to find 
out. Hey now here's the thing. This is why we're doing these master classes. I'm just tired of doing 
stuff. Hey Vicky Im glad you made it that it doesn't give you everything you need. I'm I'm 60 years 
old. I'm not going to be here forever you know long time I'm I'm I'm going for 40 or 50 more years 
of it. I'm very interested in life change helping you change your life and helping you change the 
lives of others. So that's why we're focused on this stuff. Go indeed. Given your result that you can 
go away with right away. So let's get started. We always have sponsors. Now the first one is the 
master class series. Many of you Vickie's at the Motel 6 near Roanoke on the road. Well there you 
go. They left the light on for you and so did we. Many of you need to join us because you've come 
to enough of these where it would have been a good deal for you. You're going to get offered the 
combination of the master class series which is now part of the insider's circle by training group. 
My mastermind group at the end of this show an incredible deal if and only if I deliver on all of my 
promises and I will check in to see if I did and what's really cool about that.  
 
[00:02:03] Everybody when you come on board a percentage goes to this organization you're on the 
right or charity sponsor Lighthouse Family Retreat. In fact with your permission I'll make the 
donation in your name. Like how Faler treat it as a local Atlanta organization that works with 
families living through childhood cancer and takes them on restorative retreats in the summer. 
There you see pictures of Caleb and I on the most recent one with some cool kids. Hey and I tell 
you what it is such a joy to be able to do that with your kids. Three years ago when we went on our 
first when Caleb looked up at me on the hottest hardest day and said Dad can we do this every 
summer. That's an easy yes. So appreciate you all being a part of that guy. Now there is the link to 
your facebook group right down there at the bottom or Pop'n in the chat for you. You got to do is go 
over there and apply and I'll prove it after the show. I'm kind of busy right now right. And that's 
where we'll continue the the growth in change after this show. I'm seriously considering combining 
all of our Facebook groups into one big giant one. So you guys can learn from each other. We'll see 
about that for now. You've got one here. Somebody named Fred has given me a big yes. And 
somebody saying I'm one big group would be easier for you. Jeff Yeah it would be somebody 
saying that's a good idea Larry. OK. I just want to make sure it's a good idea for you.  
 
[00:03:54] I've got to think it through and talked to a couple of people that have done that. But yeah 
I do think it's a good idea. We'll see. For now you guys have worked for that for this particular 
course. All right here are are to cover and kind of get a lot done on this show how free option offers 
help you make fee offers. Catch the distinction kids how free opt in offers help make you help you 
make fee offers how free often offers set up immediate sales short term sales and long term sales. I 
don't know anybody else who teaches this and I've been doing it for 10 years. The bad list a free 
option offers. And please never do this one I'm going to show you again. The good list of free 
auction offers in what I call the Fabulous Five. And then I'm going to take you through a little 
exercise called X marks the spot. How did knowing give your prospects exactly what they want. 
That gets you more options and more sales too. And then we're going to play let's make it happen. 
You're going to create your own free opt in offer right on the show. Now let me just pause here and 
ask you guys for a little feedback. How many of you are liking that piece of these master classes 
that we actually on a training like this have you create something that you can use right away 
marketing assets. Art says I'm excited very much. Me Ok. Yes yes yes. No one else does it. That's 
true. I love having time to create awesome.  
 
[00:05:37] And again everybody who's coming up his friend on the go to web on our list tonight. So 
I'm glad to have so much so many friends. But when you type in your answer just Pyper name start. 
Just copy and paste it and then paste it and then say what you're going to say makes it easier. All 



right. And then we're going to talk about just what exactly our content upgrades and how to use 
content upgrade. Better than anyone else in your niche. And we're going to walk you through your 
next success steps for some of you as well. So let's get moving. Whoops. How free often offers help 
you make fee offers. Listen I don't want you to have to ask for money like this guy does. I want you 
to get very comfortable asking for money. I know people that are terrified of making e-mail offers 
or sales page offers or any kind offers because they're scared about asking for money. I cut my teeth 
and broke that fear as as a counselling psychologist and had to get people to pay me every hour. So 
you know when you have six to 10 chances a day you break that fear real quick. Hey I heard the 
coolest thing about fear this morning from my mentor Andy Andrews when he said two things 
about fear is it your be if you're scared if you're having a fear it's not from God it's not from a good 
place. Nowhere does God or however you define higher power say OK now you need to be scared. 
And the second thing he said about fear is only intelligent people get fit get scared. Only really 
smart people get scared.  
 
[00:07:28] Watch reality TV show I guess you can see that right. And he said because anxiety fear 
all it really is. Listen to this this is so cool. All it really is is a misuse of our creative abilities. Fear is 
simply a misuse of our creative abilities. I love that. So the cool thing about making free art then 
offers over and over again you love that Larry. Me too. Is that you get used to making offers. Now I 
want to show you how to set it free offers that set up the sales. I want you to get used to doing free 
opt in offers. So you get used to making fee offers because listen when you've got your ideal clients 
next success steps and you don't offer them guess what. You're doing them a disservice and yourself 
too. I always liked figure equals False Evidence Appearing Real. I like that one too. I also like the 
other one about everything in her own right. So try to keep it clean for our family show here. How 
free an offer set up immediate sales short term sales and long term sales. The way I'm going to 
show you this stuff tonight Kim is you're going to be giving people samples of your work samples 
of your products and resources. But Jeff what if I don't have a product or a resource. Well then we'll 
build a product or resource around your sample.  
 
[00:09:14] What I mean by this is when you give a sample like my first opt in and I'll talk about that 
more and a little bit we're two free content creation templates and there were 21 more to go with 
them. Okay so that sample set up immediate sales how are they immediate. Well on the thank you 
page I offered the entire template set at a discount sales all day everyday. Short term sales well in 
the follow up e-mail people would make the decision to get it and then the long term sales as they 
ascended through my different resources. So when you do this right the way I'm going to show you 
on this masterclass it sets up sales. That's a lot better than other people show you how to do it and 
just throw anything out there that's not what you want to do the bad list of free opt in offers please 
never ever do this again. Oh good. Another newsletter. There was a time 10 15 years ago that 
somebody had to do was offer a free newsletter for an opt in and people were going to give me that 
give me that it was cool. Right now a days you pretty much have to have a sales letter for free 
newsletter. Now don't mishear me I'm not saying newsletters are bad things. It's good to have a print 
newsletter or even an online newsletter that you send people later not on an opt in. Or that you 
charge them for too and. It just is no good as an opt in. Any more. Now some of you are going to go 
and change some things just based on that. So we got good progress here in just 11 minutes. Pretty 
cool huh. The issue is this.  
 
[00:11:08] People think oh man another newsletter and I got to read in another e-mail. People are 
stingier with their e-mail lately so no more newsletters. OK. So that's the bad list. What's the good 
list. What's that fabulous five. So in very very few places are you going to get Robert DowneyJr. 
and the good witch of the east in the same training flight this morning and Andy Stanley and his 
message offered us both Archimedes and the Eagles. Which I thought was pretty cool. The good list 
of free opt in offers the Fabulous Five. Hey I'm going to give you a list of five super cool things that 
you can give away as your free opt in offer. Then I'm going to teach a couple more things and then 



we're going to practice three of them. I will give you examples of three of these and you can choose 
which one you create on our master class. That sounds good give me a big heck yes or a hell yes. In 
the chat please. Now thank you for all those Hech and Halia. Here we go. The first one is a 
beginner's guide. OK a beginner's guide now what's a beginner's guide just helping some might 
start. Now listen to this folks. Listen to how this sets up the sale. When you do a beginner's guide 
you're getting them started you're getting them a result right away. And once they've started they're 
going to need more since you help them get that start. Who are they much more likely to come to 
you. Is the correct answer. And buy something from you for your next steps.  
 
[00:13:08] So that's a great use of a beginner's guide. In any topic in your niche. Number two a 
checklist. A simple checklist of things to make sure that they're done when you're doing something. 
A checklist. Boxes. And next to the box where you check is to do something to make sure you've 
done. These are awesome. All of these that I'm showing you are what I call magic buttons. And 
every one of your giveaways and every one of your fee offers there needs to be a magic button that 
convey to people this is going to be made easy for you to do. So number one is beginner's guide. 
Number two is checklist number three is a template. I never ever intended to become known as a 
Kempler guy. That was my first giveaway that was my first information product and it kind of 
stuck. You know you go with what works right. Template ties your enterprise. It's another magic 
button. Find something within what you do that you can create to fill in the blanks template for 
makes life easier for people than before. Rules and laws. One of the things I've added with this 
masterclass is a list of universal laws for this subject. Universal laws for free opt in offers. Either do 
that or universal laws for content upgrades or maybe both. They all they are are little bits of 
information of the rules or laws of a particular topic. Now let me ask you something. Number two 
and number three a checklist in a template. Does that sound familiar to anybody that's been to any 
of our master classes.  
 
[00:15:16] Yea or nay in the Q and A please. Larea says Europe. Exactly. Yeah. Very Vicki says 
Yes surely art says Yeah absolutely yeah. I eat my own cooking folks. I'm not teaching anything I 
don't do or use. And that doesn't work wonderfully right. So number one beginner's guide. Number 
two a checklist. Number three a template. Number four rules and laws. You will see examples 
coming up soon of two three and four. Eight. Number five is a little bit more involved and takes a 
little bit more work. And because of that it's got a nice payoff and that's some kind of software 
something that that does something for someone right now. Again it takes a little bit more work to 
pay to have it done have a programmer and all that kind of stuff but it's so so so worth it. All right. 
So those are the fabulous five beginners guide checklist template rules laws and software. I want 
you to begin thinking about in that part of your mind that's always thinking about stuff I want you to 
be thinking about. And I said this in the thank you Page 2 for your signing up for your sign up here 
my voice breaking and breaking in someone's puberty. How can you turn your information into a 
checklist a template or rules laws. So this move forward. The basics. Somebody said the kindest 
thing after one of the most recent webinars. I mean recent masterclasses. I think it was a Pinterest 
one that they appreciated me.  
 
[00:17:01] I loved the way they said they didn't mean it this way but they appreciated me not 
assuming they knew anything and what they meant. They were a beginner and so I gave some 
basics. So I want to do that again and this show will probably adapt adapt adopt put in use 
something that for each of these. Okay so here is the end result. Hey the reason you want to get 
somebody. You guys loved the basics getting into the fundamentals. The reason you want to get 
somebody to opt in and then follow up with them is so they'll buy something from you based on 
how good that option was right. So you're looking at the end result of Phee offer an info product a 
resourceetc. Right now we're working backwards on how people get here. So one of the things you 
do. Once people have joined your community with an opt in is followed you follow up with 
autoresponder email with funnel as you follow up with broadcast emails you follow up with training 



you follow up your fortune in your future in the fall leading to the follow up. Is that fee less. I'm 
sorry that free offer. Yea they get that free offer from opting in. And like we're going to concentrate 
in R and R R. Let's make it happen. Phase of this master class a checklist a template or rules or 
laws. That came from your opt in page or an up content upgrade an opt in page or a content upgrade 
now. A lot of people when we talk about opt in pages Konkan upgrades and free offers. The big 
question is Will how do you get people to that page or that content upgrade.  
 
[00:18:59] That's a really good question. Here's the answer multiple traffic sources not just one 
multiple say the worst number in business is just one I was in private practice for eight years before 
I started writing the weekly relationship column that really blew up my practice. I did everything I I 
wrote for local news letters. I spoke all over town. I was on the radio. I did a lot of stuff and then I 
got this column where they let me show people how I approached problems and how I solved 
problems and they let me include my e-mail address and my Web site and my phone number. And 
they even paid me to do it. I was getting paid to market my business. It was awesome and it was so 
temptingly easy to drop all the other marketing and just depend on that one. But I knew better. And 
so not only did I keep doing everything I was already doing. I did more of it. I was on the radio 
twice a week talking about one of my columns. I was the the monthly NBC Good morning family 
therapist once a month talking about one of the columns I did more so that what was intended for 
six months to a year lasted 10 years and then ended locally. It's still syndicated all over the world. It 
didn't kill me. As a matter of fact folks and I want you to capture this for the power of content 
because all of this is based on content. I have not practiced in an office in Tallahassee Florida for 11 
years now 11 and a half.  
 
[00:20:57] Hey I've not practiced with people from Tallahassee on the phone for ten and a half 
years. Yet a week does not go by that I don't get an e-mail from somebody that had stuck one of 
those columns. In their briefcase or under somebody's pillow on a bulletin board and now that they 
needed somebody like me that's who they were going to call. That's pretty powerful folks. Hey. And 
so you build multiple traffic sources online articles videos Facebook posts. Facebook Live 
YouTube videos on and on and on and on and on and on and on on it goes. And believe me when I 
say we'll have masterclasses about that and we're going to have masterclasses about each of the 21 
steps of the certainty blueprint from my insider's group had a good reason to get in there folks. All 
right. So going now left to right multiple traffic sources point at an opt in page your content upgrade 
where you give away your free offer a checklist a template or rules or laws you follow up with 
them. And then eventually you make your fee offers for info product resourcesetc. Now let me 
show you one more piece that makes this process quicker. OK. There is a way to jump over follow 
up and go straight from free offer to offer. How would you like somebody that came online looking 
to solve a problem who found your article video. Facebook Glaive whatever mean magnetic mean 
decided to opt in and on the thank you page they're offered something and they buy. That's a good 
thing. Here's how you do it you jump over the follow up and once on the thank you page for that 
free offer.  
 
[00:23:04] You make a fine offer whatever that free offer is connected to you go ahead and offer at 
a discount a one time right now. Discount for for one of your info products or resources. Now that's 
pretty cool. K Mickey the font I'm using up top is called Chalk duster is kind of fun. All right. So 
we got one more thing before we dive into our let's make it happen. All right. X marks the spot. 
How to Know and give your prospects exactly what they want. Here is how I know how to do that 
now you guys can write this down. Certainly want a sheet of paper. And just draw big X and one 
line of the X is the biggest needs of your niche. How do you know those some of those are from 
your expertise. Others are because you asked what your biggest challenge what do you struggle 
with what can I help you with. So that's one part of the X part two of the X is your skill set and 
gifts. What are you naturally good at. By the time I came online full time I had been writing a 
weekly relationship column syndicated all over the world for her for 13 years. Every week a 650 



word column. They think I'd gotten kind of good at that. So when I came online and found out that 
most people didn't know how to create content ding ding ding ding went off in my head. And so 
that's why it's all the content all the time in my world. Hey what's the biggest needs of your niche.  
 
[00:25:10] What's your skill set and gifts where those two lines cross. Ladies and gentlemen boys 
and girls. Kids that your sweet spot that's your sweet spot for a free offer and look up here look up 
here. It's also your sweet spot for your products. For your information products and for your 
resources. Now this is not just a one time little experiment. Do this over and over and over again. 
Now you guys ready to get some stuff done. I mean you've gotten pretty good content here in the 
first 25 minutes. If I do say so myself and I do you guys ready to get stuff done yay or nay in the Q 
and A while I take a sip of sweet tea or. Yes yes yes yes yes yes. Yes sir. OK here we go. It's 
enough for me. Let's make it happen. Create your own free opt in offer right now. So we'll do this 
like we always do in five minute increments and I'm going to give you three different choices and 
three different examples some of which might look kind of familiar. All right here we go. So this is 
a checklist the masterclass the profitable answer checklist. All right do you know how and then two 
things you've got to do for the day. Do you know how. Well what I do in two things you've got to 
do for the well what I do. And you just check them off and make sure you do. Now this was created 
very simply in Kanba dot com CA NV a dot com. You could create it and PowerPoint.  
 
[00:27:04] In a word you can create it about anywhere. So don't let the technical stuff hanging out. 
This is much more psychology than it is technology. All right. So what I'm going to do is we're 
going to do this in five minute increments and for the really overachieving among us you can walk 
away from this show with three free option offers not just one. We're going to triple deliver on this 
one with three free opt in offers or you can just pick the one you want the most. The first one up is a 
check list the second one up as a template. And the third one up is a list of rules and laws. All right. 
So let's give it five minutes and create a checklist. Around a topic in your niche ready set go. And 
while you can't show us the checklist you can tell us in the chat what you did and what you created 
a checklist about are the title of your checklist. Now this is a short one I've used as an example for 
training purposes or training purposes. You can make yours longer shorter. It doesn't matter long as 
it gets the job done. And you can also do this just by drawing teeny little boxes on your paper and to 
do next to it and then you can put it online later. Either way is fine. I just want you to accomplish it 
and have that feeling of getting something done. I know it's a radical concept but hey why not.  
 
[00:29:23] If you've got questions pop them in the Q and A remember we're doing five minutes for 
a checklist and we're going to do five minutes on a template and then we're going to do five minutes 
on a list of rules or loss. Again we're not going for perfection we're going for progress just a list of 
things that need to be accomplished to get something done with little boxes by them. If you don't 
like boxes you can use circles. You could even use triangles care what the shape is. I just care that 
you get it done. And then once you do or as you're working on it just let us know the title of it like 
the blank checklist or the checklist for blank all right about a minute left kids. Here's the question is 
it intriguing title better than a straightforward title. I'll give you the answer in just a few minutes. 
How's that for an answer. Yes intriguing is always better art says my product liability checklist. The 
subject of his meem yet helps attorneys helps attorneys decide both whether or not and how to 
proceed with an injury claim. Boom. Beautiful art. Nice job Kim. I just got going. I'm not going to 
finish my checklist on how to prepare your grid. That's fine. Starting it's fine and then you'll have 
time afterwards. Kim could start Liria the curvy Counsellor's guide to getting dressed self-esteem 
and body confidence checklist. That's an intriguing title. The Curvy Counsellor's guide to getting 
dressed self-esteem and body confidence checklist. I want to see that. Create your first book. Just do 
it backwards checklist. That's intriguing. I like that you guys are getting it all right. Good.  
 
[00:33:39] Now let's wrap this up because we're going to move on to number two. After I read this 
one how to create tasty meals your kids will rather eat than out. You kids would rather eat in than 



out. OK. Nice. That's a good checklist. I'd like that one. How about your all right. From checklists 
to templates to either of these look familiar kids here's one more checklist topic checklist for getting 
the most from your therapy appointment. Oh I love that that I love to see that one too. You guys are 
some smart cookies. OK. Here's a temperately make us a little bigger. For you. All right. There we 
go. So this is a Pinterest pin called a mammographic. We did this last week right. Her last 
masterclass. So you can either do a template as fill in the blank or you label it. So up here starting in 
the upper left hand corner creative compelling main created with the mean mini wizard Pinterest 
marketing is kind of a big deal. And then you've got a call to action get started here and then you've 
got the link you're sending them to Jeff herring dot com for its Lasch Pinterest masterclass available 
for all. For those two of you who missed working our way counter-clockwise we've got eye candy 
of what they're going to get and then choosing the background color. So five things laid out for 
people to create. A template.  
 
[00:35:35] So what we're going to do in the next five minutes is you can create a template you can 
also do a fill in the blank like a title template could be the top three reasons to blank without blank. 
The top three ways would be better. The top three ways to blank accomplish your goal without 
something bad. Okay so the top three ways to blank without blank is another template right. So you 
can do one like this with labels or you can do it with blanks ready set and go. Oh that makes good 
sense. Our Temple is on my to do list for the week after review the notes from that Master Class no 
time like the present to start. There you go art. So I'm glad you're starting yet. It's always now 
o'clock. It's the best time to get started now o'clock. All right so we're spending five minutes on 
creating a template and then we're going to do five minutes on a rules long list. You're going to 
absolutely love how simple that is right now and most webinars you're just finishing up learning 
how great the person is and how YouTube can be like them. Look what we've been doing for 37 
minutes who says so much more fun. Where to go. Again you can do it with labels like this. Or you 
can do it with fill in the blanks. Are both on a template nothing wrong with that. Love to see the 
title of your templates here in the Q and A Kym's being a rebel and working on a checklist. More go 
for it. A template does not have to have a picture. No can a template be a step by step arranged 
around an image sure. Why not. If it helps one of your clients and there you go.  
 
[00:39:22] Right if it helps one of your clients and then sets up the sale then there you go. Liria. 
Top three ways business owners can hire a CEO help without jeopardizing. Yeah something like 
that. Okay yeah. Cool and then they just fill in the blanks. All right a minute left on the temp lets or 
as some people like to say. Template top 3 tips for writing a book that will that will grow your 
business. Higo Arts on something here you guys want. Art tip yea or nay in the Q and A please. 
And then we'll move on to two rules and laws list. Yes ensure. I think I can repurpose parts of my 
checklist to create the template they go are. You got it you got it. That's a secret sauce. I think I can 
repurpose parts of my checklist to create a template. Yeah. The top three ways to get karma 
working for you. I like the so focus on something folks can use right away different from a checklist 
they can use a checklist right away. Probably the template a little bit more quicker how to unfair 
cooking without spinning or savings. Biggie likes that tip art. All right. Now let's move on. To the 
list now folks I made a heck of a lot of money over the years with this one. And I just started 
picking any topic and creating universal laws around them wrote a lot of newspaper columns that 
we wrote a lot of online articles that way created a lot of giveaways that way created a lot of 
products that we. Here we go.  
 
[00:42:23] Slide this over now. Just to prove that this is not something I thought up this afternoon 
when I woke up from my nap. Let me draw your attention to submit it on September 13th 2005. 
That's getting ready to be 13 years ago folks. Relationship Advice. Ten more universal laws for 
couples today. What does that imply. Well maybe there was 10 before this or a lot. OK. All I've 
done here folks please get this all I've done here is taking little pieces of content turning it into a law 
Liria says. Oh god I love this. I knew you would. And writing a couple lines about it. The law of 



listening listening. I read the paper watch television and work on the computer not listening 
listening with your eyes attention and heart is listening. This is why my relationship column got 
stuffed under so many pillows. And then they made appointments. It was wonderful. A lot of 
apologizing and genuine apology communicated you care enough about the other person to admit 
when you are wrong and try not to do it again. Apologizing is not giving in. It's giving your heart a 
lot of appreciating a lot of anticipating a lot of in-laws. Thank the in-laws when you can in-laws 
may be very challenging but they are also responsible for creating the person with whom you fell in 
love. Nice refrain huh. Hey. So this is really simple to do around any topic in your niche. You could 
come up with a whole series of them. Arts Law is more repurposing of the checklist contents. There 
you go art.  
 
[00:44:13] You could bundle these into a book. A Kindle book A creates space book. So lets take 5 
minutes and create a list of laws or rules or tips or whatever. I don't care what you call them I like 
the universal laws. Sounds more powerful but you can call them whatever you want. Try to get five 
or seven as many as you can and don't share the title with us. Just share one of the laws the law of 
blank and one line about it. Ready Set and Go. There is as yet the curvy counselor is about to come 
up with universal laws or you get oh look there's more laws here at the bottom. While you're 
playing with us me draw your attention to this number over here and easing articles where I really 
don't write anymore because it doesn't bring in that much traffic. 1625 articles do you think that got 
me a lot of traffic back in the day. You would be right. And now they're good reference tools and 
because there's a great storehouse I can go grab those and use them elsewhere. For instance why 
couldn't I take this make each one of these laws. A chapter with this title and this at the very 
beginning of it day and then below it. Some examples. What to do what not to do. And there is a 
book Art beware of confirmation bias. Base your decision on facts. That's a good law. The law of 
confirmation bias. Beware of confirmation bias based your decision on facts not your biases biases 
by Assai law of customer service when something goes wrong.  
 
[00:46:45] Ask what can I do to make it right. They almost always ask for less than you are going to 
offer. That's really true. Goodwin I like that Larry of the law fit. It must fit the law just because it 
fits. Just because it fits does not mean it's for you. See the law. No your style. Nice reference in 
other laws. You got it. Illyrian job take up minutes left Ged's law. Your thoughts create your 
feelings that says this is a game changer for me Jeff yay. So what I'm about and changing your life 
and your business he says I've been making this way too hard. Yeah most of us do. This is a simple 
way to do it. And to play off of that. Thanks Liria you guys getting a feel for how many of these 
you can create the law of. Illustration an image interprets the text it does not simply restate the 
word. There we go. Right. Minute left kids. And all. Review what we've done and give you some 
more good stuff. Love love radiate love and happiness wherever you can. There we go. This is a 
great idea for a freebie. Thank you Kim ask how many offers can you have that at once. How many 
lines do you want in the water if you're fishing to eat. Don't just use Facebook Cam news articles 
videos means all right let's make this a wee bit smaller. So we can talk about all three. Okay so what 
we got here that you've created not just one but three a checklist.  
 
[00:50:04] A template and a list of rules or laws. If you did all three just type in me if you did all 
three type in me that rhymes. He Kailey read it all three. Cool. Now listen folks if you just did one 
it's 100 percent better than what you had. Somebody put something down on all three. That's just 
where I was going if you started. Great. That's still better. Finish the move for your head it's a 
pillow tonight and next to Tamara Sunita did three art one done two started cool oh yeah you just 
got here. Yeah. I'm glad you made it. You have a note from home. The replay will be available 
tomorrow. All right. So we've talked to some cool stuff we've helped to create some cool stuff now 
I'm going to show you how to get more cool stuff and then before we wrap up I'm going to teach 
you about content upgrades. Sounds like a plan. Hope so because what we're doing right now as 
somebody that invested in this master class here here's what you get. We're in the live training right 



now. You'll have the video of that forever in your memory area. So you'll have Master Class video 
training. Here's also what you get the master class. An edited transcript that will be available 
tomorrow. The master class template available tomorrow. The Master Class checklist available 
tomorrow. And the Master Class universal laws available tomorrow why are they not available now 
Jeff. Because I do them based on the training. Certainly I could create them before.  
 
[00:52:08] Sure I like them to be fresh out of this and that way you also don't get overwhelmed. 
Kim says he's got a checklist done that was a big win yay. It is in the master class e-book. We'll take 
a little bit longer because I clean up the transcript and turn it into an ebook for you. So look at all 
that for your backstage pass the video training the edited transcript the template the checklist the 
universal laws in the eBook plus the Facebook mastermind I call that a pretty good deal. Now here's 
the thing I'm going to be doing three to five of these a month most of them you will like why 
because I ask you what you'd like to learn next. For instance would you guys like to have one of 
these on creating magnetic maims magnetic marketing means. Would you guys like to have one of 
these on something called the Bravo approach. A huge mindset thing I teach about belief 
responsibility asking action vision and opportunity. I'm getting yesses to all of those. OK this is 
how I know right now here is what I want to invite you to do. And some of you very very much 
need to do this simply because some of you guys on this call have been to almost every one of these 
this is a fourth in the series and you could have saved yourself a little bit already. This is I'm going 
to invite you into something that's going to save you a lot of money in two ways. OK. One you're 
going to get all the master classes as part of this and two you're going to get all the training you 
need to be successful online.  
 
[00:54:08] And most of you are going to spend spend that much money anyway buy in my 
information products in the next year why not get everything in one place. So does that does that. 
Does that get you interested. I hope so because we're going to look at it. OK. It's called The Master 
Class mastermind in five years. Yes I know insiders are spelled differently spelled different. That's 
because we do things different. Hey you guys got a backstage pass to this show right. OK. What I'm 
offering you now is a permanent backstage pass. You get a backstage pass to all of the 
masterclasses. Three to five of them a month. The Master Class live training the unedited transcripts 
the checklist the templates the ebook. A master class wizard or mini wizard where appropriate. Now 
at the Met at the backstage pass rate of 34 37 times for that's 148 bucks a month. These all become 
at least 97 dollar sometimes 197 products. So 97 times for 388 the savings it gets better than these 
are going to be on internet marketing content marketing that covers so much right their success 
mindset. Psychological edge relationships parenting stress goals motivation change and more. So 
not only the strategies to make this work for you online but the mind set to go with it. And if you're 
a parent or in a relationship I'll help you with that too. That's my previous background. Now just 
conservatively at four times 97. Not counting any of the ones that are going to go from one 97 when 
they're built. That's 388 a month.  
 
[00:56:08] Not just with a 388 388 dollar value once that's a 388 value a month. Now let me show 
you what you're also get now people that are already insiders you'll be happy because you get these 
master classes. People that are going to join to get all the master classes. You're going to be happy 
because you also get to be in my mastermind insiders. And here's what we do there. We do 
additional training sessions by me. We do mastermind Q and A sessions. What the heck is that. We 
don't just answer your question. We build a business. We build your business around the answer. 
Very different. Who wants to be on the hot seat when you can have a spotlight consulate where we 
focus on a particular part of your business and get the power of my experience plus one of the most 
generous creative intelligent groups I know online helping you to get in the group coaching sessions 
were if I don't know how to do it I'll bring in somebody that does. Recently I had Brian with silico 
into teach about Google Analytics. It was awesome. We have an exclusive Facebook mastermind 
just for the master class mastermind insiders. Again some of the most generous people in the world. 



One of the things I loved to do in the morning is check out and see people helping each other all 
over the world.  
 
[00:57:42] The psychological edge my background as a counselling psychologist I'm the only one 
online that teaches online marketing that has background that can help you get unstuck that can help 
you with the goals that can help you get whatever might be in the way out of the way. And all my 
info products for free. Most of them sell for 197 deals on Jeffco created and for products. So if I do 
on with the part in which I do all the time you're going to get a deal on it. A deal on Jeff's affiliate 
products. When I promote someone that I know has good stuff you're going to get a deal on it. One 
of the things we focus on is the seven pillars of online success. Every single person online that 
enjoys massive success uses these. They just don't won't tell you. I do I want you to be successful. 
We also have something called the certainty blueprint making your success of certain 21 steps to 
certain online success. Every single person I've ever worked with in whatever niche no matter what 
you sell or who you sell it to. That's done all 21 of these is massively successful all together folks 
that's a four thousand nine hundred eighty two value not a one time value that's of value on money a 
month where I went to school forty nine 82 plus 388 is five thousand three hundred seventy dollars 
a month value a month value and it's worth it. But that's not what you're getting ready to invest. OK. 
If you'd like to see what you're getting ready to invest give me a big move that slide in the Q and A 
please. Or for short. Imtiaz I love it. MT Yes yes. That slide now. OK. Now you guys that are not 
even know who you are. And need to come aboard. You're ready. Here we go.  
 
[00:59:57] All this for only a hundred bucks a month. Yep that's it. That's all I'm putting it in the 
chat right now. So you don't even have to type it in. You can just click on it and if some folks would 
go over there and click on it for me to make sure that link is working and you'll get a review of what 
you're getting. And then you can get started right after this show. I will make sure that you get 
hooked up art who is a member says not joining is like navigating the high seas of marketing an 
expensive fishing boat instead of buying a ticket on a nice cruise ship with all the amenities 
provided. I liked that heart. May I use that. That's good. Thank you. That's it folks. All this stuff. All 
of that five thousand three 370 dollar value for just 100 bucks a month. And the beauty of that that 
saves you money is everything you need is under this roof. The link works. Thank you for that is 
under this roof. Now there's still more training coming up again. There is a review of everything 
you're getting and the link is in the chat so you guys come on board while I'm teaching you this 
next. Good stuff. Which is just what exactly are content upgrades and how to use content upgrades 
better than anyone else in your niche. These are much more simpler then you're led to believe. I 
kept hearing about content upgrades where content. And everything I read sounded very 
complicated so I thought are I how can I make this simple.  
 
[01:01:53] And whatever I really really want to make something simple. One of the people has 
already says Jeff how can you offer all that for just 100 dollars. That's a really good question and 
the answer is this. I want to see you successful. What makes my day. Is getting up every day 
knowing I get to spend my day helping other people help their people. And that's why I do it. That's 
why I make it so affordable and so doable and it's it's fun for me. So that's how so you guys take 
advantage of before I come to my senses and somebody in my master mind tells me to raise it 
whenever I want to make something super simple. I always turn to one of my colleagues one of my 
colleagues named Captain Obvious helps me make things very simple and a content upgrade. Is 
simply an upgrade from the content just concerned a hotel. I know that's obvious it's an upgrade 
from the content just consumed I get that that's obvious. But I think we need to say it that way to 
make it simple instead of complex. So somebody reads an article on your blog somebody watches a 
short video on your blog or Facebook hey you can offer them that same content in another form or 
the next steps in a different form. For instance see if any of these looks familiar. And you should get 
excited by this. You could offer it in the form of a checklist. Where have I heard about that before. 
A content upgrade. Could be a template a content upgrade could be a list of rules or laws.  



 
[01:04:03] So they've listened to a video they've been on your Facebook Live they've read an 
article. So guys how would you like a template that makes all this easier for you to do. Click here. 
How would you like a checklist to make sure you're not missing anything. If you if you taught them 
three tips it turn the tips into a checklist. How would you like a list of universal laws to make sure 
you're meeting every criteria here click here or folks. The easiest simplest content upgrade in the 
world. From an article is doing a PTF of article to PTF. And then they can download it and mark it 
up to their heart hearts content or whatever people like to do with Marker's or an article could 
become a video or maybe on your blog you showed them a template or a list of rules and laws and 
now they're going to watch a video about how to implement. Hey great idea cam or a PDAF 
transcript of a podcast. Some people prefer to read. Now think about that folks my podcasters out 
there that are listening to your podcast and you want to get them on a list. Your e-mail list. Send 
them to a link to opt in for a PDAF transcript of your podcast. Brilliant. All right. So there are 5 
different 5 different. What Jeff. 5 different content upgrades. The only difference between an opt in 
and an upgrade is an opt in isn't opt in Page a box where they opt in and upgrade is a next success 
step. Another version or the next success step is something you've already given them.  
 
[01:05:57] Yeah no charge for these these are these are content upgrades that are getting them a 
little bit closer to mine or as Captain Obvious calls it an upgrade from the content just consume. Let 
me show you an example. All right. Where to go. Did I get rid of. Here it is. All right so here's an 
article on my blog info product creation the hard way. So I talk about how people usually make it 
hard right. And then I talk about three ways to make it easier. Expand your content man. Of course 
there's means. Number two collect pieces of your content. Number three the best of your content. 
All right. So now the content upgrade is here is how to make it hard. Here's three ways to make it 
easy. But how do I create all this content. Well here's a key paragraph. Now I can make this harder 
for you. I mean I've got the high price degrees. But why. What I'd love for you to do is we're just 
about to wrap up here is one of those three ways and get started before your head hits the pillow 
tonight. And if you want some more cool information like this set get 21 fresh content ideas below. 
Boom they click here. Oh actually this is a ooh. That's right and that reminds me of something. Hey 
you guys get along with this master class of free month and convert kit 300 dollar value with all the 
bonuses you get if you get a free month and convert kit.  
 
[01:07:54] So and with convert kit you can create opt ends that all you got to do is put one little tiny 
maybe 10 character line of code on your blog. And this shows up OK. They don't happen. Please 
get this they don't have to go anywhere to do this. They just type in their e-mail address right there 
right on the blog to get the content upgrade and get started here. And it's work and work and work 
in and there's are downloadable 21 profitable blog post and article ideas are 21 fresh content ideas 
how easy is that. Cole says why couldn't they be nominal fees. Four to five dollars. Sure you could 
do that Kim. Try it out are all those teams because they're on Pinterest as you're having people click 
through to this. Yeah yeah. If not all of them are Liria all of them will be. But yeah absolutely. And 
Kim says she got that list already there. Great ideas awesome. So that's a content upgrade folks. 
And that's why I included a free month of convert kit in this with you so you can have a way to 
deliver it. Now that'll be a link in the member's area tomorrow. What I advise you doing because it's 
a 30 day free trial. And then if you want to keep it you can wait till you're ready to create 
something. Wait till you've got your freebie and ready to create an opt in page or content upgrade 
before you start your free trial and get the most out of it.  
 
[01:09:59] Now why in the world would I say that because if you decide to use it after 30 days I get 
a commission. The quicker you do it the quicker I get the commission because I'm not interested in 
that being quick. I'm interested interested in that be in long term and you being successful. So those 
ladies and gentlemen boys and girls are content upgrades. Thank you Captain Obvious you guys 
like Captain Obvious yay or nay. The Q and A please. Congrats to all those that are already on 



board in the master class mastermind inside Zacs cool. Now for those of you are thinking about it. 
Come on. I can think of a better deal in the world. There is everything you get on the left side you 
get all the master classes on the right side you get all the training you can see the details you can see 
the value for each in the member's area for this on the main page. There's two big squares. One that 
takes you to the that takes you to the master classes and one that takes you to the training. Our next 
training is this come in Tuesday at 130 Eastern. If you cannot make that don't let a little thing like 
that get in the way as we do the training and Facebook live so it's available right away. You could 
ask questions beforehand and after. And I do believe that this brings us to the last line. Only a 
hundred bucks a month Jeff herring dotcom forward slash master class dash member like so can't 
wait to work with you guys and add to the family Liria says this is a no brainer and sheet. Larry is 
relatively new.  
 
[01:11:53] This is a no brainer decision for anyone who needs Internet marketing and everyone 
needs a new marketing. Jeff is the most generous and useful resource out there. Thank you Larry. I 
may use that with your permission. So come on board kids let's have a good time. And get that done 
in just under 75 minutes. So always my goal questions. Thank you Lyria got questions about what 
we what we did on this show about what you're getting offered. All the training is available right 
away. Students come on board and then we do a master class and then a mastermind. Every week I 
take some time with times off. You know like we won't do a master class the weekend of like the 
Labor Day holiday and there are times I disappear into the mountains and go hiking for a while but 
other than that it's a lot of good stuff. Oh and let me give you a little preview of coming attractions 
to all the insiders that are here. We're going to announce on Tuesday. This is crazy it's inspired by 
one of my mentors guy named Bob Gough. Hey who puts his phone number at the end of his book. 
And picks up and talks to ever call him that crazy support e-mail is J HGF herring dot com. Change 
it. Jeff herring Dokka. So here's what I'm going to do on there on Tuesday I'm going to provide my 
phone number where any insider can text me with a question. Because I'm a lot better about Tech 
fan than I am about phone messages because I'm on the phone a lot Cochon during the day.  
 
[01:14:14] I'm not doing this day so all my insiders are going to get my phone number to text me 
questions. And I'm not talking about you know how can I build an online business. I'm talking 
about when you get to STUC points. Do I do this or do that. So I want to make this count for your 
kids. Larry says it's amazing. Well I hope it's not him saying Oh it's amazing. So let's see with that. 
That's the show kids and what else do you want to know. While we're here and you're thinking 
about your questions our says it's very generous of me Kim says this has been amazing as always 
thanks so much. I feel a lot better about being able to come up with options now. They don't have to 
take as long as I thought they do. No they don't. No they don't. What else do you guys want to 
know. What else would you like. On a masterclass. Marius says the next steps of the funnel. OK 
email is JH Jeff herring dot com. JH Jeff herring Dhaka what else would you guys like a 
masterclass on Pinterest hashtags. Well we could go deep on that or hashtags in general. Probably 
next week will be means because I've learned so much more about him since the course earlier in 
the summer. And those of you that already have the core so will get the masterclass free Mames yay 
okay cool hashtags means funnel steps. What else. We're about to wrap the show up. So if you've 
got a question or a suggestion.  
 
[01:16:36] Now is the time now a clock and you're thinking that I want to thank everybody for for 
doing this for being a part of a lot of places you create event. You chose to spend time with us. 
There is one for instagram. Yeah definitely insta the flow of a webinars. Oh yeah sure. That's a no 
brainer for me in. I do a couple of those a couple times a year. Folks go get the stuff. If you're not 
yet a master class mastermind insider it's the place to be. It is the place to be and listen to me. Hey 
my goal this year is to help a thousand people with this. I want to help a thousand people help their 
thousands of people. So you are going to be surrounded by many many many bright creative helpful 
people. And like many many of my mastermind people have already done. You can create 



partnerships that way about five or seven of the mastermind members did a summit recently from 
all over the world. So you can find partners in there. Jeff herring dot forward slash Master Class 
Dasch member quit the shiny object stuff put your hundred bucks towards this and one of the 
benefits of membership is if you're thinking about getting something I want you to ask me and I'll 
tell you whether you need it or not the answer might be yes that could help you. Now no you never 
need that. Or maybe later on and I will do my very very very best to get you a discount at it 
probably by bringing that person on the train us so you can get a good deal.  
 
[01:18:48] And if I don't know the answer to something I haven't done this for 12 years. I know 
who does know. And I'll bring him in. Like recently I had Brian basilicas in talking about Google 
Analytics. Before that I had Felicia Slattery in one of my first students talking about becoming a 
local celebrity to build your online business. Coming up soon I've got Jim Edwards on talking about 
Fail's letter wizard that I use for all my sales letters tips on getting people who don't opt in like 
attorneys to opt in anyway. Cantin upgrade will be my next attempt. OK so how to get people that 
don't opt into opt in. I love that title. How to get people who don't opt in to opt in. One of the 
reasons that's a great title is I have a fantastic model for how to do that copywriting and be a good 
one too. I might bring Jim Inver down any Stanley who started Northpoint ministers here in Atlanta 
15 years ago now. Looked around Atlanta and said Atlanta doesn't need a church. What Atlanta 
needs is a church that people that don't like church love to attend you catch that they need a church 
of the people for people who don't like church would love to attend. That's where I go. We've tried 
countless stories of kids waking their parents up on Sunday to take them to our kid environments. 
So I love that I got a good model for that how to get people who don't opt in to opt in. Thank you 
for that art. That was a good one. All right. When you have to show up folks thanks for being here.  
 
[01:20:59] Go get this stuff and Jeff herring duck on slash Master Class Master Class Dasch 
member and leave the slight up for a few moments. Y'all can keep order and scratched everybody 
else on board or on board. There I Go Again raking in some lush beauty. And as always folks go 
use to stuff because as you've seen flatout works. Catch you next time.  
 


